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3,2M pages,  
60% free web use 6M, 20% 130k, 100% 
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Crowdsourcing 
 National Library of Finland launched the new crowdsourcing 
project #digitalkoot on 13.5.2014 
 
 The idea was to let users to do clippings from the digitized 
collections 
 Cut interesting articles 
 Add metadata annotations 
 Collect own scrap book  
 Share these clippings via social media 
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Why Crowdsourcing? 
 
 Crowdsourcing = collaborating with undefined group/online 




 National treasures for all 
 Retain existing users 






My content!  
My 
interpretation 
The digital native 
Src:(Bernstein, 2006; Tomas, 2013) 
Crowdsourcing task: clipping of article 
http://digi.nationallibrary.fi 
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Digi.nationallibrary.fi –  
Metrics development 
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by Edward W. Deming 





Quantity of clippings (by users & overall) 
Keywords used in annotations 
Feedback from users 
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What happened? 
 Over 17.000 clippings in newspapers 
 Over 2000 clippings in journals 
 Over 200 clippings in ephemera 
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Can we see the 1% rule? 
 The rule of thumb for an online community states: 
 1%   Creators 
 9%   Contributors 




 In our case:  
 Hyperactive users, registered users, searchers 
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Number of clippings, first 6 months 
Top users ~ 1000 
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Number of clippings, 12 months 
Top users ~ 3000 
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Comparison 
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Clippings Quantities over time 
(All material types) 
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It’s not just about clippings quantity 
 Nearly 6000 different keywords used 
 ~25% has been picked from the general Finnish thesaurus 
 
 1300 different place names 
 ~42% from general Finnish thesaurus 
 
 
 16.000 keywords in total   
 for 19.000+ clippings (all material types)) 
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• Local historians 
• Family researchers 
• Themes e.g. car , 
dance, crosswords 
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Check - User feedbacks 
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“Look, I’ve made this!” 
Source: https://wulffinkulma.wordpress.com/1880-luku/ 
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More plans for metrics… 
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Newspapers to new purposes - Aviisi 
 Digitized collections to new 
usage purposes 
 Collaboration with news media 
houses and National Library of 
Finland 
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Metrics for news media & library 
 From the angle of the publisher of a newspaper 
 Individual title statistics (all, own, downloads) 
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To the actual pages 








2 19.01.1887 3 1 Linkki-SAN 




1 17.12.1903 145 1 Linkki-SAN 
0356-1623 Länsi-Savo 1 12.01.1965 10 2 Linkki-SAN 
0356-1623 Länsi-Savo 1 12.01.1965 10 5 Linkki-SAN 
0356-1623 Länsi-Savo 1 26.08.1985 228 3 Linkki-SAN 




1 28.04.1910 46 3 Linkki-SAN 
1458-851X Mikkeli 1 13.12.1892 00 1 Linkki-SAN 
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Source: http://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/aikakausi/binding/909896/articles/116316 r : tt :// i i. lli irj t .fi/ i i/ i i / 72938/ rti l / 2 77   Source: http://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/aikakausi/binding/909896/articles/116316   
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Further metrics development 
 Researcher use is especially 
interesting metric 
 But what to measure? 
 Citations? 
 Actual filesystem level access of 
newspaper pages? 
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In Conclusion 
 Collect data for metrics from early on 
 Crowdsourcing requires time 
 
 Recognize the value that online community members create 
(Cothrel, 2000) 
 
It’s FUN to see what the users’ come up with! 
 
Tuula.Paakkonen@helsinki.fi 
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Thank You! 
Tuula.Paakkonen@helsinki.fi 
Feedback :   http://bit.ly/1GhDvsV  
http://digi.nationallibrary.fi 
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